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July 19, 7:30 p.m. BBMRA Meeting
BBMRA meets Tuesday, July 19, at 7:30 p.m. through Zoom. There will be a brief business
meeting and wrap-up and critique of the 2022 Show & Sale at the Fairgrounds.

Club Meetings are Zoom Only
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87359055848?pwd=WTVtUDhBUmhXVFp3RkY4WWNnZ2NXdz09

BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom Program or Internet site and use these codes.
Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, Password: BBMRA2022

Tallahassee’s Railroad, the FGA, Has New Paint Scheme for its Locomotives
From Sam Miller: Folks at the Gulf Winds Chapter of the NRHS were working Friday, July 1, to prepare for the open
house the next day at the historic Lloyd Depot, when they got to watch a Florida Gulf & Atlantic freight passing by.
The two Geeps had a striking new paint scheme. These photos are from the FGA Internet site.
Neal Meadows and I are collecting as
much information as we can for one or
more articles on this short line, which
came from what was the Tallahassee
and west Florida section of CSX. Help us
by providing information you have
obtained or details you have picked up
from watching the trains run through
our town.
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From the short line’s Internet site: The Florida Gulf & Atlantic
Railroad, LLC (FGA) operates 430 miles of track, running
east/west along the I-10 corridor between Baldwin, FL and
Pensacola, FL, with a branch line that runs between Tallahassee,
FL to Attapulgus, GA. FGA is rated for 286K GWR and offers up
to 1,300 storage spots.
FGA interchanges daily with CSX in Baldwin and Pensacola, as
well as with AN Railway (AN) in Chattahoochee, FL.
Neal’s notes: The Attapulgus branch of this line used to be the
Georgia, Florida, and Alabama Railroad. The Georgia, Florida
and Alabama Railroad (the G.F. & A.), known as the Sumatra
Leaf Route, and colloquially as the Gopher, Frog & Alligator was
a 180 miles (290 km)-long railroad from Richland,
Georgia to Carrabelle, Florida.[4] It was founded in 1895 as a
logging railroad, the Georgia Pine Railway. During World War II
this railroad line transported soldier to Camp Gordon Johnston
in the Lanark Village area to be trained for the future planned
landing at Normandie, France.
The northern and southern ends of the railroad have been
abandoned, but the section from Cuthbert, Georgia, to
Tallahassee, Florida, remains in use by various railroads.

GF&A Depot in Carrabelle, FL Circa late 1930s

GF&A Depot in Sopchoppy, FL Current Day

Phil Weston and his HO T-Trak group has modeled the GF&A Railroad at
the Historical Festival held in the adjacent building that used to be a
section house for railroad employees. Several different scales were
displayed during the festival, but Phil’s group were the only ones to have
rolling stock and locomotives decorated for the Georgia, Florida, &
Alabama Railroad.
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Marianna & Blountstown Railroad: Once the Only Way to Go Except Steamboat
From Sam Miller: Bill Brewster is a Leon High School grad and contemporary with my trail bike riding friend Peter
Kelley. He does wonderful vignettes on area history which Peter shares with me. Tony Shoemake, by the way, is a
regular at our shows, including last month. The historical depot and steamer are well worth the drive to Blountstown.
From William “Bill” Brewster
Very few images evoke a sense of
Americana quite like those of the old
railroad. They remind us of the romance
we have with our past and are a symbol of
the progress we’ve made throughout the
fledgling years of our existence. Railroads
helped shape our nation and put us on
track to a more prosperous union.
The M & B Railroad served a small corridor
in Northwest Florida beginning in 1909.
The line ran between two nearby cities,
Marianna, the “M”, and Blountstown, the
“B”'. “If you wanted to go anywhere other
than maybe [by] a steamboat, this was the only way to get out of town,” said Blountstown Mayor Tony Shoemake.
The line was just 29 miles long and it cost 15 cents for a one-way trip. It was the shortest railroad line in Florida.
What takes 25 minutes to travel today, took two hours back then. The train traveled at 15 miles an hour. It also had a
line that went 15 miles down to Scott's Ferry, but that was shut down in 1936. The M & B offered passenger service
until 1929. The automobile and improved roads proved to be tough competition, but the need for commerce did not
go away.
“Blountstown was always known as [a] lumber [town],” said Shoemake. And lumber was what the train carried for
years, among other products. Many would say M & B stood for “meat and bread” because of the commodities the
railroad carried. “Then in the later years when it started to decline it started to stand for 'many bumps' 'cause the
railroad was in, you know, such bad shape,” explained Shoemake.
The railroad ultimately outlived its usefulness and in 1972 the last locomotive and its accompanying rail cars barreled
down the M & B tracks for the final time. “A lot of local businessmen tried hard to save the railroad…but weren’t able
to,” said Shoemake. But the railroad would not go quietly off into the sunset. In 2007, Blountstown leaders received a
grant to restore the old train depot. “We wanted to turn it into a small, local museum so we could showcase local
history,” said Shoemake.
Inside the museum you’ll find artifacts of the railroad’s storied past. From manifests to tickets to old typewriters and
telegraphs, the museum showcases prized historical remnants of an era many want to keep alive in the hearts and
minds of those who share a connection with the M & B. “And it’s an original seal for the M & B railroad,” said
Shoemake as he pulled out a stamp. “It’s what they used to put on all their official documents, and it embosses the
emblem into the paper. What it says on it, it says, ‘Marianna & Blountstown Railroad Company’ and in the center it
says, ‘God help us!’”
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“The museum extends outdoors and
across the street as well. “The steam
engine is a big draw,” said Shoemake.
“People stop in all the time.” Locomotive
number 444 was the last steam engine
that roamed the tracks of the M & B
Railroad. It was tracked down in Texas and
brought back and restored. It sits on tracks
where the old rail line once sat. “People
[visit] that can remember when the train
was

running when they were
young, and then you have
people that just like trains in
general because lots of
people collect train
memorabilia,” said
Shoemake.
The M & B's history is rich. Its
stories unique. It may no
longer make that 29-mile
trek from Marianna to
Blountstown, but it forever
chugs down the tracks of the
community’s collective
consciousness. The M & B
Railroad Depot Museum is
located on Pear Street in
Blountstown just off Highway
20. It’s open Tuesday through Saturday from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Admission is free.
*Old Panhandle railroad
still chugs down Memory
Lane (wjhg.com)

HawkinsRails.net –
Marianna & Blountstown
Railroad

Historical Markers
M&B Railroad
Florida Channel
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Engine 444 was the last
Steam Locomotive on the
M&B RailroadCLJNews.com

This is number 75 a General
Electric 70 Tonner locomotive.
On the Marianna & Blountstown
Railroad, one 70-tonner
replaced three steam
locomotives, is saving 24 per
cent of its cost every year. Used
in general switching and road
work, the 70 tonner has a twoyear availability record of 98 per
cent. Savings in fuel costs alone
amount to more than $10,000
per year.

That first boxcar is a Milwaukee Road outside braced composite single door.
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Neal’s note: I know the 2nd man
from the left was Marvin
Duncan, an engineer. He lived
close to Marianna and had four
children. He had one son named
Jerry, now deceased. Jerry
attended Marianna High School
in the 1960’s when I did. He had
an older sister Ruthie and
younger twin sisters Mary and
Martha.
BUILDER: Baldwin Locomotive
Works -- ARRANGEMENT: 4-6-0
"Ten-Wheeler" -- BUILT: Jun
1914, Baldwin #41463
FUEL: coal/water
NOTES:
17x26" cylinders, 56" drivers,
Built by Georgia Coast &
Piedmont #70 to Georgia Car &
Locomotive #433
to Marianna & Blountstown
#70, 1920
This is the depot in Altha, FL. As
you can see it is the season for
cabbages. They are being loaded
into reefers headed north. You
can also see the pulp wood
loaded on a bulkhead flatcar
over to the left. Notes by Neal

Picture taken in Marianna, FL April 2022 - RWH

Looking east on the L&N at the
switch that turned off to the
right toward the M&B route to
Blountstown. The Marianna
depot was over to the left just
beyond the buildings that were
the rear of the Daffin Mercantile
Company. There used to be
sidings that allowed freight and
produce to be offloaded at
Daffin’s or just further to where
the freight depot was at the
station. The M&B depot located
in Marianna was off to the right
just past the trees and across
McPherson Street. In the
distance is the grain elevator
that was part of the Farmers
Coop. Notes by Neal
Historical marker located at
Railroad Park in Blountstown,
FL. The renovated M&B depot is
just beyond the rear of the 444
Locomotive. You can learn more
from the links at the buttons
above. Notes by Neal

One of the heavyweight
passenger cars used on the
M&B. Passenger service was
discontinued in 1929. There was
bus service that started
between Blountstown and
Marianna. There still were not
many vehicles available at the
time. Produce was still hauled to
the depot with horse & wagon.
Notes by Neal
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BBMRA Important Events in 2022!!
Help us build this calendar. Email sammiller61113@outlook.com. Please confirm that an activity is still on before
you travel to it. We are listing Internet links whenever possible.
Here is a terrific national calendar: https://www.railserve.com/events/train_shows.html
BBMRA meetings are the third Tuesday of each month. We have resumed meeting through Zoom only because of
the COVID resurgence.
BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom Program or Internet site and use these codes.
Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, Password: BBMRA2022
Lionel Interest Group Operating Sessions: each Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at Sam Miller’s house in Woodgate. Call (850)
459-3012 for further information.
September 17-18, 2022: Wiregrass Annual Model Railroad Show & Sale, National Peanut Festival and Fairgrounds,
Dothan, AL. Saturday, 9am-5pm, Sunday, 10am-4pm. (These are Central times.)
September 17-18, 2022: The Villages Model Train Show & Sale, Savannah Regional Center, 1545 Buena Vista Blvd.,
The Villages, FL, 32162. Saturday, 9am-4pm, Sunday, 10am-3pm. Admission, $7, children under 12, free.
http://thevillagesmodeltrainclub.com/
November 19-20, 2022, Pensacola Railfest Model Train Show & Sale, Pensacola Interstate Fairgrounds, Building 1,
6655 Mobile Highway, Pensacola, 32526.This is a new date. In the past, this show has been on the first weekend in
December.

Pay Your 2022-23 Dues by PayPal
The BBMRA now has the option for new and current members to pay their
dues online by using the PayPal link on the BBMRA.ORG website. It is under
the Membership menu item. When you select the PayPal button you will get
the option to use your PayPal account if you have one or use a credit/debit
card. The dues are $21.25 using this method.
BBMRA dues are $20 a year and must be paid by July 30, under club bylaws. Over the
years, however, we have not considered dues delinquent until the end of August, BBMRA
President Andy Zimmerman says.

Sunshine Region of the NMRA National Model Railroad Association has an election here is the location to see
Bio's October 2022 Election Bio's | sunshine region.
Convention for Sunshine Region of the NMRA National Model Railroad Association in Plant City October 6 thru 8 for
more details, open this link 2022 Plant City Special Convention | sunshine region
Robert Feuerstein Email: photobob321@gmail.com
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31st Annual BBMRA Tallahassee Model Railroad Show and Sale
Summary
General Discussion- Despite roadblock after roadblock, Cancellations, man (woman) power shortages, sickness, etc.
once again, our team pulled together and made this show happen in a big way. Covid 19 had shut down many of the
shows in 2020 and left people looking for someplace to go. Last year we had our show at the right time, and people
were impressed. We gave them someplace to go this year, and they remembered last years’ experience. We
attracted patrons from as far away as Arkansas, North Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Florida. Word got
out, and despite high gas prices and inflation woes, people were willing to travel. I heard one comment more than
once, as they had not seen a show advertised so much and broadly.

The Bad: Since the last show in 2021, we have lost a lot. Personally, I have lost a Younger Brother, a beautiful soul in
a sister-in-law, and more than one friend, including Garth Easton. We lost Lisa Blair, our education coordinator, who
was trying to reach kids through Model Railroading and create a youth group within the club. Lastly, we also lost
David Brazell, who was handling most of the local media contacts and left a big set of shoes to fill. Still, as you will
see, we persevered and pressed on!
Many first-time vendors and patrons were pleasantly surprised at the size and diversity of our show. Many expressed
that they were duly impressed at what they found. I saw and spoke to many satisfied customers who were ecstatic
that they were physically at a show and that it carried a sense of normalcy. We had given them more than just a
show but a sense of hope. Some expressed that they had no idea that our show existed and that it was this large;
they were happy that we held the show.
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Vendors: We had Vendors from North Carolina, Louisiana, North and South Georgia, Alabama, and South Florida.
When I debriefed the vendors, they expressed that they had done better at our show than at shows that were much
larger than ours and better than they had done at our shows in the past. They asked that they be kept informed and
would definitely be back. I was impressed that some vendors sold out or left with heavily reduced inventories.
Overall, the Vendors were happy and made a profit. They were once again impressed with the club's assistance in
getting them in and out of the show. We are one of the ONLY shows that offer that.

Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.
Benjamin Franklin
Exhibitors: Many thanks to our
club members and fellow model
railroaders from Pensacola.
PMRC, GS&F, Conecuh Valley,
Flint River, and the
Independents from other
States. Led by Stacey Elliott, we
created a 108-foot spine that
serviced five peninsulas,
including two special BBMRA
sections. We had ten scale miles
of track that took an average of
18+ minutes to complete (start
to finish). We had some
impressive displays from N-Trak to T-Trak to T-Trak Z. Jaime Valdez from Flint River Model RR club (But also a BBMRA
club member) brought in his ever-impressive N-Trak layout from Alabama, as well as his T-Trak valley module that
impressed many, including myself and members from the NMRA SSR leadership. Jamie even showed off his T-Scale
(1:440) layout, which awed Mr. Preston Scott from WFLA FM (The Morning Show).

Knowing is not enough: we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Due to a number of reasons affecting members of the PMRC N-Scale N-Trak club, the N-Scale layout team did not
have enough manpower to support transportation and setup. Out of 6 volunteers, 5 were either Sick, injured, or had
last-minute medical issues that resulted in their not being able to participate. We were notified 1 week prior to the
show. Life happens and it seems the closer we got to this show the more things were happening. We had already lost
several vendors and now a major display. We got creative and added 40 feet of T-Trak layout to fill in the gaps and
moved the remaining layouts around to balance the room. Absent the cornerstone of the N-Scale group, Garth
Easton, and several members. The N-Scalers carried the day setting up the N-Scale traveling layout getting it
operational and running trains! They were very short-handed, yet they pulled it off. Special thanks to Neal Meadows,
Will Newberry, Gary Austin, Jeff Bearden, John Meister, Stacey Elliott, Robert Feuerstein, and Brandon McKenny,
who spent considerable time transporting, coordinating, and working on the Traveling layout to get it running
smoothly on DCC and operational for our show. With the passing of Garth Easton, our logistics and planning were
considerably tougher, his absence was definitely felt.
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Phil Weston and the HO Scale division HO-TTRAK stepped up their game and brought some
fantastic modules. I was impressed with the
overall layout, how well built they were, and how
well the trains ran. Great Job!
Not to be outdone, the O-scalers were out in
force as well. They presented outstanding T-TrakO modules, Disney, and Thomas the Train for all
to enjoy. Kids were wild-eyed and loved the
sights and sounds of the O-Scale trains. Even the
Reporters that came to do interviews were
impressed.
Bravo Zulu to all of those who were involved in setting up and exhibiting. You all did a fantastic job that wowed the
patrons of our show.
Special Thanks to the following T-TRAK participants:
Stacey Elliott, Bob Feuerstein (BBMRA), Todd Tait, Jaime Valdez (GS&F/Flint River T-TRAK), Jack Copeland from
Warner Robbins, Georgia. Craig Laing from Athens, TN. John and Kelly Lucas are Conecuh Valley T-TRAK, As well as
David Ezekiel, Stuart Denniston, Louis Holliday, and Skip Kaiser from PMRC.
NMRA: The NMRA Sunshine region (SSR), Northern Division presented Three clinics at our show coordinated by our
own Robert (Bob) Feuerstein. Bob is the SSR Northern Division Superintendent. Our NMRA Meeting/Clinic was kicked
off by the NMRA President Gordy Robinson, all the way from the Orkney Islands (an archipelago in the Northern Isles
of Scotland). He met with the SSR members and provided a “state of the NMRA” update and an opportunity for them
to ask questions or voice any concerns. SSR members included: NMRA Standards and Conformance Manager; Andy J.
Zimmerman, NMRA DCC Working group manager Larry
Eggering, SSR region Chair Ken Hoot, SSR Northern
Division AP Chairman Richard Paul, and SSR Northern
Division Superintendent Bob Feuerstein,
along with the following members: Sam Miller, Alan
Scott, Lloyd Baldwin, Larry Brennan, Skip and Wanita
Kaiser
Andy J. Zimmerman received 94 points for Scenery
work, qualifying him for the Scenery AP certificate
because of his work displayed at the show. Brandon
McKenny earned and was to receive his Golden Spike
award.

Hide not your talents. They for use were made. What’s a sundial in the shade?
Benjamin Franklin
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NMRA Volunteer points were awarded to those members who qualified.
Special Thanks to Logan Zimmerman and Lawrence Eggering for participating in the Northern Division SSR Division
workshops alongside me. Logan provided a very detailed discussion on 3D printing, types, and styles of printers, and
in-depth discussions on the pros and cons of each, While Larry provided information on DCC ++. I presented on
building an All-in-One DCC Command and control station. And then provided a demonstration of its capabilities
afterward.

Memberships: BBMRA picked up four new members to our club, and 27 people also renewed their memberships.
Members are reminded to enter the show as a club member. You must be a member in “Good Standing” as per
Sections 2.14, 2.5, and 6.3 of our by-laws. If you are not a member in good standing at the time of the show, you
must pay your entry fee. Anything else is disingenuous and subject to review. In the future, membership rosters will
be posted at the ticket booth to ensure compliance.
Donations: The BBMRA received $35.00 in donations to assist with club expenses/operations.
The Show: This year was our 31st year, and we opted for a 2-day show again. We did not know what to expect but
based on the 30th annual show, we had some insight and did our best to get that information out to the public. We
were on PBS, WTXL, and WCTV; additionally, we had an article in the Tallahassee Democrat and the Chronicle. We
were even featured three times on Toms Trains and Things multiple times (YouTube Channel for Train Enthusiasts).
He mentions my wife Annalisa and Sam Miller in his latest YouTube post; Phil Weston also listed our show on event
pages statewide in adjoining states. Brick and mortar hobby stores within a 200-mile radius were mailed flyers to
pass out to customers.
We purchased advertisements on social media and the Tallahassee Democrat (Limelight) to ensure the widest
dissemination. Additionally, we posted our event multiple times to every Model railroad/ modeling group we could
find in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Additionally, we posted to sites like
“Next-door” that send posts out to 29 neighborhoods in Tallahassee, boasting 100’s of members. Personally, I posted
to multiple (in excess of 100) Train-related and Kid-related sites on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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Special Thanks to the Growing room for
handing out our show cards and sending
info to the parents.
Special Thanks to Phil Weston and all of
you who distributed our flyers.
Vendors: Special Thanks to Sam Miller,
Carlton Ingram, and Bob Parmenter, who
comprised the show committee and worked
tirelessly to bring in and secure vendors and
get them placed into their respective
buildings. We had to make adjustments for
the last-minute cancellations and family
emergencies but managed to fill the holes
with vendors who were on our waitlist. We
will have to adjust next year to accommodate the 30-inch vice 24-inch-wide tables in the planning stages as that
threw us off a little, but we have a plan to adapt and overcome…
Special Thanks to Bob Feuerstein for stepping up and filling in for Neal Meadows, our treasurer, who was out sick
and unable to attend.
We added some great new vendors this year who want to return to our show.
Vendor commentary was very positive, with every vendor confirming that they did well and made a profit. Some
were excited about it and said that they would definitely return next year! Some new Vendors included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Darlene and Wes Leonard, Athens, AL, Lionel O Gauge trains, accessories, and parts.
Locomotive Logos, Kim Hawkins; Embroidered railroad hats, porcelain signs, hat pins, etc.
TK Crested Creations, Tina Kooi train tumblers, and painted items
Cookies by Annalisa; Custom made cookies
Toby’s Trains, O scale trains, and accessories
Koda’s Model Train World, N, and HO detail parts
Becky Knowles, face painting

Hard work spotlights the character of people: some turn up their sleeves, some
turn up their noses, and some don’t turn up at all.
Sam Ewing
Caretaker Crew
Our scheduled Caretaker Crew, led by Patrick and Leonese, either came down with or was seriously exposed to Covid
and had to step away at the last minute (As we would expect as there is no need to expose our members or the
showgoers unnecessarily). This, unfortunately, left us light, but fellow members found a way to assist where they
could
Special Thanks to Stacey Elliott, Gary Austin, Jeff Bearden, and Drew Hackmeyer for staying well after the show to
assist the vendors in moving out of the building and closing shop.
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Show Results: Saturday; we ended the day with 556 people paid through the door. Had we stopped there, it would
have been the 9th (out of 22 tracked) highest show since we started tracking numbers. As it stands today at
785/1113, it is our highest paid gate/attendance
ever. See below
YEAR PAID
YEAR PAID
YEAR
PAID
GATE
GATE
GATE/TOTAL
2000

481

2008

444

2016

500

2001

582

2009

390

2017

517

2002

581

2010

595

2018

522

2003

622

2011

680

2019

640

2004

417

2012

548

2020

0/0 Canx

2005

222

2013

615

2021

780

* We are keeping track of non-paying show
participants with numbered armbands. THIS
was the Number one show of all time
Show Expense report: Report by Neal Meadows
Treasurer:

The expense was a little more this year, the gate was
about the same. The vendor rentals were $795.44
2006
363
2014
725
2022
785/1113*
less this year. Advertising was $11.00 more this
2007
218
2015
570
year. Facility rental was $150 less this year (more on
this in a moment) and Publicity (which I put the
postage for the vendor packet mailing) was $42.67 less this year. Overall, we were down $859.56 from last year.

Additional Commentary- Andy
Zimmerman
Facilities rental cost reduction - was an
error on the contract. We were only
charged for the AC in one building
($200) Next year that will be corrected
It was brought to my attention by the
Fairgrounds on Friday, but they let it
ride. Vendor Rentals, Because of gas
prices, inflation concerns surrounding
Travel expenses such as food, lodging,
etc. and rising Covid infection rates,
some vendors pulled back the total
number of tables or pulled out and
some at the last minute. Vendors who
are typically reliable and have a good history with our show committed and did not pay which was disingenuous. We
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held their spots in good faith only to have them withdraw in the final days which resulted in a $280.00 loss. We did
have a few last-minute vendors but not enough to make up the difference as they only needed 1 table. We were
already down in total tables from the previous year, had we had more response time I had two additional vendors
requesting slots. Unfortunately, they could not accommodate the very last-minute openings.
Special Thanks to Neal Meadows for diligent working to provide this after-show data, Making the deposits, and
ensuring the balance sheets are all accurate.
Lastly out of 70+ members in our club, only a small handful consistently worked to pull off this show. There is no
reason why at the end of the day there are 6-8 people who see it all the way through to completion. The tasks were
many, the work was intense, and only these few remained to see everything through to completion. The work isn’t
done until it is ALL done. Please make a concerted effort to assist next time. WE would all like to go home and rest at
the end of the day. Personally, I put in 35 MILES in the 3 ½ days I needed to go home and put my feet up. While
everyone was home and having dinner those left to finish up were unable to leave until 6:30 pm. I did not get home
until 7:30 myself.
Special thanks: To everyone who worked to
make this happen. If I missed your name or
giving you a shout out, it was not purposeful.
We appreciate all you do! This does not
happen because of any one single person. This
happens when a TEAM works together to
ensure a quality result. Thank you all for your
hard work!! I am sure Covid stopped some
from coming. I know it stopped several of our
members from participating. Gas prices,
inflation, and covid all contributed to keeping
some at home, but those that showed up
came to participate!! The competing (albeit
much smaller) show in Tampa may have
siphoned off a few patrons. But all in all, this show was a success. This was a win for our Club, the local economy, and
the Tallahassee Model Railroad Show and Sale.
If you want to check out some of the show coverage, then use these links.
WFLA FM- Preston Scott:
Wednesday, June 22nd: Start at 8:55-13:06 https://www.iheart.com/podcast/preston-scott-show23098185/episode/wed-jun-22nd-2022-happy-birthday-98609601
Monday, June 27th: Start at 9:53- 12:28 https://www.iheart.com/podcast/preston-scott-show23098185/episode/mon-jun-27th-2022-recapping-roe-98766560
WTXL Friday, June 24th: WTXL BBMRA TRAIN SHOW INTERVIEW
WTXL Saturday, June 25th:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17cDUmbx_oZC9Y5AtXDDODe7kWoGXjr5X/view?usp=sharing
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WCTV: Sunday night and Monday Morning: Start at 6:23-8:05:
https://www.vuit.com/publishers/250/wctv/vod#vod:20762097
Tallahassee Democrat and Chronicle: https://www.tallahassee.com/story/entertainment/things-todo/2022/06/22/take-trip-back-time-model-railroad-clubs-show-and-sale/7691817001/
WFSU/PBS: June 16th aired. Article with the interview below!
Tallahassee’s model railroad show and sale is on track for June 25-26
Toms Trains and Things
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGtfVHDRtTY Special mention of Annalisa Zimmerman at 38:59 and Sam
Miller at 40:30
Toms Trains and things Tallahassee Model Railroad Show and Sale Part 1 https://youtu.be/V_T-lAD9EHM
Toms Trains and things: Tallahassee Model Railroad Show and Sale Part 2
https://youtu.be/TI1LMv2W95k
Andy J. Zimmerman
President, BBMRA
The photos of the show were given to BBMRA by Bob O’Lary, a professional photographer with studios in
Tallahassee’s Railroad Square, Bob O’Lary Photography FOTO Studio. Sam Miller worked with Bob years ago when
both were with United Press International and the Capital Press Corps and are long-time friends. Bob’s father-inlaw is a member of the Pensacola N Scale layout group. Bob photographs our show most years.
http://www.olary.com

https://www.facebook.com/bob.olary
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At the Smithsonian – April 21, 2022, with Ed & Marietta Schroeder

Seeing the Southern Railway 1401
Southern Railway 1401 is a 4-6-2 Heavy Pacific steam
locomotive built in July 1926 by the American
Locomotive Company (ALCO) of Richmond, Virginia for
the Southern Railway (SOU) as a member of the Ps-4
class. It was assigned to haul the Southern's Crescent
Limited passenger train between Washington
D.C. and Atlanta, Georgia. In 1951, it was retired from
revenue service and was donated to the Smithsonian
Institution's National Museum of American History in
1961, where it currently remains on permanent static
display as the sole survivor of the Southern Railway Ps4 class.
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Drive Wheels & Valve Gear in Perspective
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Viewing the Southern Railway 1401 From the Front

In 1952, railfan Walter H. Thrall and SOU board member W. Graham Claytor
Jr. convinced SOU president Harry A. DeButts to spare one of the Ps-4 locomotives from
the scrap line and donated it to the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. In early
1953, the No. 1401 locomotive was chosen for preservation and was towed to
Alexandria, Virginia to be stored at the Henry Street Yard. In 1955, the Smithsonian
announced that they will put the No. 1401 locomotive on static display inside their new
Museum of History and Technology exhibition building.
In 1961, the No. 1401 locomotive was cosmetically restored and transported via flatbed
truck to the Smithsonian's under construction Museum of History and Technology building, which opened in 1964. In
1980, the Museum of History and Technology was renamed to the National Museum of American History. The No.
1401 locomotive currently remains on permanent static display at the Smithsonian as the sole survivor of the
Southern Railway Ps-4 class. (Wikipedia)
Thanks, Ed, for sharing your visit to see the Southern Railway 1401 at the Smithsonian.
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Minutes for the June 21 Meeting of the Big Bend Model Railroad Association
Submitted by Sam Miller for Sheldon Harrison.
President Andy Zimmerman called the meeting, held on June 21, 2022, to order at about 7:30 p.m. According to
Zoom, there were only nine participants, but we had lots of quality discussion and important information had been
relayed to the club through a special show edition of the Lantern.
Minutes – The minutes of the May meeting, as recorded in the Lantern, were moved, seconded, and approved
without discussion.
Treasurer’s Report – Neal Meadows discussed payments to the Fairgrounds involving the June 25-26 show as well as
revenues coming to the club from vendor table registrations. BBMRA remains in a solid, healthy financial position,
Neal noted. Neal’s report was moved, seconded, and approved. Specifics of the monthly Treasurer’s Report are not
listed in the Lantern but are available if you participate in the meetings or upon request to the officers.
The remainder of the meeting was devoted to the2022 show and sale, which was only three days away.
Division Reports/Small Scale: Andy Zimmerman and Stacy Elliott led the N Scale discussions, including plans to
begin setting up N Scale T-Traks and the traveling layout on Thursday afternoon, June 24. It was noted that the N
Scalers would be sharing the Large-Scale Division’s trailer this year.
Large Scale: Coordinator Sam Miller asked his group to divide up between unloading the trailer at the Fairgrounds
Thursday afternoon and converging as a larger group Friday morning at 9 a.m. to set up everything. Sam mentioned
as he had in the past that the O Gaugers were introducing new 70” modules built by Steve Pollock and Doug
Gyuricsko.
HO: Phil Weston noted that his folks would begin setting up their T-Traks at 9 a.m. Friday, the 24th, although he would
be at the Fairgrounds at 8 a.m. if anyone needed to drop off their module early on the way to work.
NMRA: There was a reminder about the workshop planned during our show Saturday afternoon, June 25, by the
NMRA Sunshine Region Northern Division, and the ability of NMRA members in our club to earn points for various
Achievement Program awards during the show.
Good of the Group: Andy Millott, coordinating staffing of the ticket booth, mentioned a few slots which were still
open, but noted that most were now filled. Andy Zimmerman, Vice President Stacy Elliott, and other officers noted
that members help was needed in other areas, including helping vendors unload and set up and then break down.
Andy reported that the Pensacola club notified him it would not be bringing its N Scale layout because of COVID
among some members and other problems. Some vendor tables and other layouts would be shifted around to fill the
gap which would otherwise exist where the Pensacola club would be set up. Andy mentioned a couple of last-minute
vendor registrations including a small T-shirt setup. He briefed the club on the “earned media” (free press) work,
including an upcoming interview with Channel 27, the local ABC affiliate, an article in the Tallahassee Democrat’s
Chronicle section, a WFSU FM radio report. There was a brief discussion of whether the cub should purchase an ad in
the Democrat’s Limelight section, to bolster the paper’s “free” coverage of our show.
Andy and others discussed the members we have lost recently, who were so important to the success of the show,
including Garth Easton and David Brazell.
The meeting was adjourned around 9 p.m. There was no formal program other than planning for the show.
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Let there be light!

Unquestionably, the fanciest lantern carried on a railroad is and
always has been the passenger conductor's. With a heavily nickelplated frame and handle (the frame much smaller than the regular
trainman's lamp), and "flint glass" globe, the upper half green and
the lower half white, and the bail or handle much larger than that
on a standard lamp for ease in looping on the upper arm with the
base of the lamp resting on the bent forearm, they surely showed
up grand against the brass buttons and blue cloth of the varnish
skipper's uniform. That particular type of lantern was called the
"Pullman Lantern," but I haven't the slightest idea why.

Neal & Sam hope you enjoyed this
Lantern Edition. We covered a lot of
topics and had fun with the pictures.
As the brakeman waves his lantern,
we say so long until next month.
Keep it on the rails!
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